
Notes from 11/13 Occupy Ann Arbor General Assembly
By Clare Levijoki - Occupy Ann Arbor

This GA got off to a rocky start. The showing was small and several people came late or left
early. As a result, we lacked the agreed-upon quorum for most of the GA. However, productive
discussion and problem-solving did happen.

Because a lot of discussion happened and these notes are long, I’m including headers in bold for
the different sections. Sections are Pre-Assembly Group Discussion, Proposals, Working Group
Updates, and Event Announcements.

Pre-Assembly Group Discussion

While we were waiting to reach quorum, pre-assembly group discussion was held as to how we
can improve our general assembly procedures, our online communication, and our event
attendance. Proposals and points raised include:

1. The general assembly procedure is designed to allow each member of a large group of people
to speak to the entire group. In order to allow every voice to be heard, patience, cooperation,
and forethought are required:

* It’s helpful if you think out exactly what you are going to say before raising your hand to get
on stack. Time is limited, and should be used for clear statements and questions. In a group of
50 people you can’t have everyone thinking aloud.

* “Points of information,” “clarifying questions,” and “direct responses” should be used with
care. New pieces of information are helpful to immediate discussion; personal opinions and
arguments should be saved for your turn on stack.

* We could benefit from a specific agreement for what actions and proposals do or do not
need to go through general assembly. Currently, lack of mutual understanding about this is
stifling group autonomy and making assemblies frustrating.

2. More care could be taken with how we manage our online communication. Tech and press
committees propose the following guidelines for use of our onlines resources:

* The public group Facebook page could be used for event announcements, calls for
assistance, and sharing of Occupy-related news and discussion topics. It could be kept free of
debates about event logistics and off-topic news.

* The Facebook group could be used for suggestions and proposals about specific Occupy Ann
Arbor events and logistics. This way, our public presence will not be cluttered by these things
but all group members can be involved.

* A new website design is in the works which will seek to encourage all working groups to
coordinate efforts and use the site to communicate with the public. This will further consolidate
information and de-clutter Facebook.



3. To raise event attendance, we need to plan events strategically. We’re a small group. We
can’t be everywhere at once. We probably can’t get dozens of people to show up to four or five
events per week. If we want visible support, we could...

* Plan in advance. We can’t announce an event a few days in advance and expect to draw a
crowd. Likewise, we probably can’t plan an impressive event with just a few days notice. No
need to hurry: we’re in this for the long haul.

* Plan fewer events. As lovely as it looks to have eight events a week, it doesn’t look good if
you show up and no one is there. Proposed limit of 1 direct action and 2 educational events per
week on which to focus our resources.

* Prioritize. Which events statewide should Occupy Ann Arbor put effort into supporting?
What direct actions and educational workshops are the most important? What is our long-term
strategy for bringing change through protest?

Proposals:

* Occupy Ann Arbor Weekly Email Newsletter - This would consolidate important information
about Occupy Ann Arbor events and activities and send it straight to people’s mailbox. We’d
need working groups’ help--EVERY working group meeting would need to designate someone to
send a summary of the meeting’s results to occupyannarborpresscommittee@gmail.com, so
that we could include relevant developments (and also write press releases for upcoming
events!). We lacked a quorum to approve this, but the temperature check was very good.

* A proposal was put forth to create a working group to discuss budget and finance, since we
are receiving monetary donations and currently have no way of handling them. A working group
was formed to discuss this.

* A proposal was put forth that Occupy Ann Arbor participate in contributing ideas and
discussion to an upcoming Global Occupation Teach-In. More details will be forthcoming at
future assemblies.

Working Group Updates:

* Encampment Working Group - The Liberty Plaza camp now has a women’s tent, which
currently has space and bedding for 1-2 more female campers. The ladies of our camp would
love company!

* Homelessness Working Group - A petition for the city of Ann Arbor to turn two vacant
buildings into warming shelters for the winter has begun circulation. The creation of a non-profit
organization to handle this project is in progress.

* Facilitation - We are asking for more people who would like to facilitate general assemblies
and assist with facilitation. Currently we are tasked with scheduling, diversity, sensitivity, agenda
creation and executing GAs. We need more support.



* Education - Nonviolent Civil Disobedience workshop planned for this Wednesday (see the
event announcements). A future workshop on The History of Revolutions is in the works.

* Press - We’ve been writing press releases for Occupy A2 and Occupy Oakland University.
Talking with AnnArbor.com about getting more coverage. Proposal for all: write AnnArbor.com
and say you want to hear more about A2’s Occupation!

* Tech - A new website is in the works which will make it easier for working groups to share
content with the public and coordinate online. Plans are also in the works for an announcement
listserv and a weekly Occupy Ann Arbor email newsletter.

* Transportation - Tomorrow (Monday), we’ll be organizing rides for those wishing to assist
Detroit. This Friday we’ll be arranging carpools to the Second Occupy Michigan Summit in Flint.
We need more rideshares! Please sign up to drive!

Event Announcements

* A Social Forum on Rebuilding Working People’s Power - Tuesday, November 15th 7pm-
10pm at the Michigan League. This is the conclusion of the WCAT & We Are the People (MI)’s
series. Speakers include Maureen Taylor of Occupy Detroit.

* Nonviolent Civil Disobedience Workshop - Wednesday, November 16th, 6pm-9pm at Liberty
Plaza. Join us for brainstorming and discussion. Why is the Occupation nonviolent? How can we
protest nonviolently? How do we respond to violence?

* Teach-In on the Occupation Movement - Thursday, November 17th, 6pm-9pm in 1528 CC
Little Science Building, 1100 N. University Avenue, Ann Arbor MI. Michigan professors will speak
on the Occupation Movement its importance.

* Occupy Ann Arbor Direct Action Meeting - Thursday at 2pm at Liberty Plaza (corner of East
Liberty and South Division). Will discuss upcoming direct actions and our priorities and long-
term goals we hope to accomplish with direct actions.

* Occupy For All Michigan-Wide meeting, Thursday at 8:30pm at Ambrosia Cafe near the
corner of Maynard and East Williams. Will discuss Occupy Ann Arbor levels of support and
priorities for supporting other Michigan Occupations.

* Second Occupy Michigan Summit - Friday, November 18, 7pm-11:30pm at Flint’s Occupation
Camp, corner of MLK and 2nd Street. There will be a direct action at 2pm on Thursday for
anyone who wants to come early to join in.

* Warming Centers Benetfit - Friday, November 18th, 8:30pm-11:30pm at Hathaway’s
Hideaway, 310 South Ashley St., Ann Arbor, Michigan. An evening of music, poetry, and
conversation. All poets, musicians, etc. are invited to contribute.

Soap Box (paraphrased in an attempt to be concise; open to corrections):



* One of the campers raised the point that Occupy Ann Arbor's general assembly seems to
have "voted with its feet" not to support the Liberty Plaza camp. Although the Liberty Plaza
camp greets donations and delegates from other cities' Occupations on a daily basis, no one
from Occupy Ann Arbor outside of the same core group of five or six people is seen at the camp
unless there's a workshop or a protest. This distresses those who believe the camp is an
important resource for Occupy Ann Arbor and a vital part of the Occupation process. Visitors
from other cities have also sometimes expressed distress at the small number of people found
at our camp site at any given time. We would love to see this change.

* For decades, the system in this country has worked this way: people have been paid millions
of dollars to come up with ways to convince the American people that their economic problems
are their own fault. They're not. We need to tell them that they're not. Massive layoffs are not
the fault of the individual workers. Stock market crashes are not the fault of the American
people. The growing income disparity is not the fault of the lower and middle classes. We need
to get people talking. We need to be willing to listen to the economic problems of people on the
street. We need to show them how their problems are not inevitable, and they're not their fault.
Only when we abolish this "it's all our fault" mindset" will we bring change.

* General assemblies need to be functional. This is where decisions are made by general
consensus. They also need to be fun and inviting. Bring cookies. Sing songs. Ensure that
everyone's voices can be heard--not just those pertaining to practical details, but also those
pertaining to our movement's goals and ideals. People need to feel that they can be involved,
even if they come in "late in the game" and don't know about the minutiae of our logistical
problems. Seriously. Bring cookies!


